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Night. Death. Things Rowan has been trying to avoid for the
many years since she was first turned. Her choice: to sleep away
the darkness; it beats having to deal with the craziness of life. Or
rather, death. However soon after awakening, she stumbles
upon a lone figure whose presence is shrouded with mystery.
She assists him in his search for answers making it even more
difficult for Rowan to forget her past. She realizes she cant hide
forever as she is literally being sucked back into her chaotic
world: a world where both fallen angels and vampires exist,
manifested on earth as lapsus and lamia. Not particularly . . .
friendly with one another. Rowan struggles to resist her hunger
as a demon vampire while dealing with unwanted desires for a
fallen angel from the past: a relationship that could only spell
trouble. Not to mention the unresolved feelings she still has for a
loved one from long ago. While all of this is happening, they
must all seek the hidden evil that hunts them--for theres an
ancient fighting to wake up and destroy...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I have read and i am certain that i am going to
planning to go through again once again in the future. You may like just how the writer compose this book.
-- Mr . Gr a nt Sta nton PhD-- Mr . Gr a nt Sta nton PhD

A whole new eBook with an all new standpoint. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You
wont truly feel monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you request
me).
-- Cla ir e B a r tell-- Cla ir e B a r tell
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